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. . . will be partly sunny and warmer
high in the middle 80s, south to
southwest winds 5 to 1 0 mph.
Thursday night, a 40 percent chance
of thunderstorms, low in the middle or
upper60s.

•

Several.cars get
surprise painting
By LARRY S MITH

Staff writer

A colorful spray greeted car owners when they
returned to their vehicles parked by the Union last
Thursday.
During painting of the ash silo at. the physical
plant, several cars were accidentally sprayed.
"I would have hoped they would have advised
people that they were painting," said Jim Becker of
Brown, Davis, Mullins and Associates, the major
contractor for the plant.
"As I understand, it was a calm day and they
thought there was no need to advise anyone,'' Becker
said .
Ernie Rosencrans , president of August Schmitz
Co . , the contractor doing the painting was not
available for comment Wednesday.
A sign saying " Spray painting above, park at your
own risk'' was placed in the area Friday .
Rosalee Noble, an employee in the career planning
and placement office, found the paint on her car
after she was told to move it.
Noble said someone called them to move their
cars . Later, one of the painters came in telling them
to move their cars .
" They told us to move our cars , but the cars got
sprayed on before we could move them , " Noble said .
No serious damage was done to Noble's car, but
she said it cost quite a bit to clean it . "After we
cleaned and polished it, it looked alright . "
Noble first parked her car directly behind the
Student Services building and later moved it to the
Union parking lot by the collection booth where she
believed the car was sprayed.
" I think there were about 20 cars sprayed on, "
Noble said . She didn' t notice i f other cars may have
needed repainting because of the accident .
J oan Gossett, director of Union business
operations, said.she believed the paint was carried to
the Union by the wind when the water tower was
being painted .
Gossett was parked in parking lot "U" on Seventh
Street by the Union when her car was sprayed, she
said .
Gossett said she hopes her car doesn' t have to be
repainted because it' s new . " I t has a very nice factory
painrj ob on it . ' . '
She said the car also has special decorations that
might be dulled when the car is cleaned.
" Someone came in and told us they were spraying
the tower , " Gossett said . But by the time Gossett got
there about 4:30 p . m . , they were finished painting
and her car was sprayed.
Noble said it was " just one of those accidents .
" I t probably happened before and will probably
happen again, " Noble said.

·

ROBB MONTGOMERY I Staff photographer

Gimme a light

have to wait until spring because crews have run
out of time before the season night opener Sept.
6 . See story on page 1 2.

An array of lights awaits hoisting for installation
af its permanent home over O'Brien Field Wed
nesday. The second deck on the press box will

Rev. Falwe11·on Eastern's fall menu
Panthers slate Liberty for October matchup
By HARRELL KERKHOFF

Staff writer

Eastern's football team will have an interesting
new opponent for the 1986 .1>eason when they play
�
evangelist Jerry Falwell ' s Libe rty University.
The Panthers are scheduled to play the Liberty
Flames on October 4 at O' Brien Field . Liberty is
currently Division II in football but plans to move up
to Division I-AA in 1988.
Eastern athletic director R. C . J ohnson said the
Liberty game was scheduled in order to fill in the
vacancy left when Eastern rescheduled the Illinois
State game for August 30. The Redbirds opted to
play Ok lahoma State on that date, J ohnson said .
" This led to a hole in our schedule, so we ad
vertised in the NCAA News, a sports publication
read throughout the country, for a team to play .
Liberty saw the ad and contacted us . "
Johnson said Eastern will play Liberty in a home
to home series, which means Eastern will travel to
Lynchburg, Va . during the 1987 football season to
play Liberty and conclude the two game series.
Sport magazine recently did an article on the
emergence of the athletic department at Liberty
University and speculation that Falwell wants to
make Liberty a sports power similar to Notre Dame
and Brigham Young in the future.
' ' It should be an interesting game , " Johnson said
of the upcoming Liberty contest . " But I doubt if the
series will last longer than the scheduled two games
because of the distance and travel expenses involved
between the two universities . ' '
Chuck Burch, assistant athletic director at Liberty,
said the school is looking forward to playing Eastern
adding it is always a challenge to play a school that is
a division higher.
"We have played Division I-AA football teams
before. In fact, we beat James Madison University
last season and they are I-AA, " Burch said.
Burch said he thought the Sport article was well
writteJl and very favorable towards Liberty.
"Everybody around here (at Liberty) seems to
think the article was very honest and well resear
ched , " Burch said.
One man on Eastern's campus who knows a thing
or two about Liberty and the emphasis they put in

·

their sports is Charles Ross , director of development
at Eastern .
From 1977 to 1980, Ross was first, assistant
director and then director of development for an
organization that helped Liberty with their fund
raising duties.
Ross knew Falwell then and said the minister was
active in the fund-raising aspect of Liberty and also
interested in having its sports department grow in
stature.
Ross said that the sports department was just
developing when he was there, but that Falwell saw a
great importance in sports .
"He (Falwell) saw sports as being very important
to the university . I often heard him say that there
were two things that attracted young people . One was
music and one was sports , and they emphasized both
of those areas within the framework of the entire
ministry, which included the educational aspects , "
Ross said .
Ross said while he was at Liberty six years ago,
Falwell' s main goal in sports was to make Liberty the
Notre Dame of the Protestant Church college world .
"It would not surprise me if that is still his main
goal today , " Ross said .
As director of development at Eastern, Ross is
responsible for the fund-raising programs . He had a
similar job at Liberty and said there were many
differences between raising funds at Liberty and at
Eastern.
"At Liberty we centered on those people who were
involved in watching Dr. Falwell's program on TV
and listening to his daily radio broadcast" to help
with raising funds, Ross said.
"At Eastern we look to increase involvement in
raising funds from a broad area of people-par
ticularly from our alumni and from corporations . ' '
Ross also said that Liberty was much more
aggresive in their direct-mail campaign for raising
funds than Eastern is .
" Where we Elo one or two letters a year to our
constituents, they do one or two a month. They were
much more aggressive and poured much more money
into their fund raising. In part, they can afford to do
that because they don't have to worry quite so much
(See REV. , page 1 1 )
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Energy crisis ahead?

Ii

\

·

The last speaker in the Distinguished Visiting Faculty Lecture Series,
Dennis Pirages, says the world is headed for another energy crisis. With
its present practices, the U.S. will become dependent on oil-producing
countries in the Middle East.

·

News resumes in fall

Thursday's issue of The Summer Eastern News
will be the last for the summer term.
In an effort to give reporters, editors and· em
ployees more time to study for finals, the New,s will
not be published until The Daily Eastern News
resumes publication on Aug. 25.
"It's to make up for all the classes we missed
putting this thing out twice a week , " said News
editor in chief Bill Dennis .
The first issue of Thf!llJaily Eastern News will also
contain the 44-page Back to School Edition.
Kevin McDermott will return to the helm as editor
in chief following publication of the summer News.

I�

Taco Bell fate

..

The Charleston City Council voted down a request to rezone a lot where
the Delta Tau Delta fraternity house would have been moved so Taco
Bell could be built where the fraternity Is presently located. Residents in
the area are relieved not to have the fraternity moved closer to them.

S.. pege3
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House fails veto override attempt

Tougher Medicaid laws passed

PEORIA-Gov. James R. Thompson on Wednesday
signed a package of five bills that provide stiffer penalties
for Medicaid fraud and seek to end a corporate "shell
game" used by those who defraud the system.
"These laws will improve the quality of care for the needy
by weeding out those who provide bad care and prevent
recipients from having easy access to dangerous drugs , " the
governor said during a ceremony at the Peoria County
Courthouse .
The measures , approved by the General Assembly during
its spring session, were drafted after an undercover probe of
Medicaid fraud by the late Sen. Prescott Bloom, R-Peoria .
Bloom posed as a derelict last year on Chicago ' s North
Side to investigate substandard care and improper
prescription and sale of narcotic drugs . He died in January
in a fire in his Peoria home.

Five-year-old saves young friend
L YNN, Mass . -Five-year-old Brent Meldrum can't
pronounce Heimlich maneuver-he calls it " the time-life
remover" -but he knew how to use it to save the life of a
pal choking on a piece of candy.
" She (turned) almost full blue, " Brent said Wednesday of
6-year-old Tanya Branden, who got a piece of hard candy
lodged in her throat. " My mother was screaming at me to
get away from her .
" I ignored her . I knew what to do . I said to my mother 'I
saw this on Benson , ' " he said, referring to the ABC
situation comedy starring Robert Guillaume as L t . Gov.
Benson DuBois .

WASHINGTON (AP)-The House, under
furious pressure to deliver President Reagan a
victory on the trade issue, on Wednesday
narrowly sustained his veto of major rollbacks in
textile and apparel imports .
Reagan, whose personal lobbying was
described by both sides as a major factor in the
outcome, expressed satisfaction at the 276- 1 49
vote, eight short of the two-thirds needed to
override the veto .
" So, your president speaker comes before you
a very happy fellow , " Reagan told an audience
at the National Conference on Alcohol and Drug
Abuse.
Rep. Carroll Campbell Jr., R-S . C., a leading
textile bill supporter, said that prior to the
showdown on the House floor, Reagan " worked

LOUISV I L L E ,
Ky .
(AP )-William J .
Schroeder, the longest-living recipient o f a
permanent artificial heart and the first to live
outside a hospital, died Wednesday. He was 54.
Schroeder lived for 620 days on the device
despite suffering a series of strokes, and he was
the last survivor among five patients given the
plastic-and-metal J arvik-7 as a pt:rmanent
substitute for a human heart.
. He died at 1 :3 5 p. m . , said Donna Hazzle, a
spokesman for Humana Hospital Audubon. The
hospital refused to release any other information
immediately .
Schroeder ' s wife, Margaret, and all six of their
children had been called to his bedside after his

AT IT'S BEST

Featuring Mexican & American Cuisine

AT R.K. CORRAL
$5/hour •OPEN daily all day lon g

Beer, Wine, Margaritas

DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS
Carry-outs available

345-2223

North on 130 to 133, west to
Arcola & 1 mi. south on Rt. 45

Mon.- Thurs. 1 0-9 p.m.
Fri.- Sat. 1 0- 1 0 p.m.
•a•

condition worsened Tuesday, Hazzle said.
The Courier-Journal, in its Wednesday
editions, quoted unidentified hospital sources as
saying that Schoeder had suffered a stroke
Tuesday morning, his fourth since receiving the
heart .
"He volunteered for the artificial heart
because he loved life and the people around him,
and he wanted to help others," said Dr. William
C . De Vries, who implanted the device .
"He was not discouraged by setbacks. He was
grateful for the little things-Christmasses,
birthdays, time spent with his family-that he
would not have had if he had made the d ecisions
he made," De Vries said in a statement.

HORSEBACK RIDING

EAST SIDE OF SQUARE-CHARLESTON • 1 700 RUDY A\i'E.-MATTOON

•r:u

the cloakrooms by the phones . He got two votes
off us within 1 -0 minutes . ' '
The H ouse action apparently put a n end to the
debate over the textile bill, which has been the
spearhead of the trade battle in Congress as U.S.
imbalances in world markets reached record
proportions.
No further action by the Senate was needed.
After the vote, U. S . Trade Representative
Clayton K. Yuetter reiterated that the measure
wou ld have violated a number of agreements
with other countries and thus wrecked U.S.
credibility at international bargaining tables.
House critics of the bill expresses the same
fear, along with skepticism that imports have
been as much to blame as automation in a steady
loss of textile industry jobs.

Artificial heart patient dead at 54
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Frat move zapped
. "'*"!

by BZAP report

*

.

to city council
By CH RYST AL PHILPOTT

City/entertainment editor

A roomful of relieved residents poured from the
Charleston City Council chambers Tuesday night
after the council unanimously voted not to rezone an
area south of Lincoln in order to move a fraternity
house to the site.
If passed, the ordinance would have allowed a site
three Jots south of the present Delta Tau Delta house
site to be rezoned from an R-3 Limited Mult-Family
Residential district to an R-4 district in order to put a
Taco Bell on the old site.
Mayor Choate said he voted no because of a
recommendation by the Board of Zoning and Ap
peals (BZAP) to reject the proposal.

After reviewing the case, BZAP submitted a report
to the council, when the commissioners first began
dealing with the issue, which said they believed the
rezoning should not be allowed by the council.
One of t h e reasons listed in the BZAP recom
mendation was the opposition of more than 20
percent of the owners of property adjacent to the Jot
to be rezoned.
Now· that the council has rejected the rezoning
ordinance, attorney Priscilla Ebdon and her clients,
Gilbert and Molly Opperman, who want to build the
Taco Bell, will have to come up with a new plan of
action, Choate said.
Once a new plan is made, it must first be submitted
to BZAP for review, which then submits the plan and

their recommendation to the city council.
Ebdon could not be reached for comment.
In other business, ihe council voted to waive the
layover period and pass a resolution authorizing
advertisement for bids for the immediate con
struction for a temporary emergency coffer dam.
Bill Wilson, a representative from Beam, Longest,
and Neff, the firm in charge of designing the spillway
and the new coffer dam, said the coffer dam is ex
pected to be finished by the end of September.
"The plan looks like an excellent one to me and I
am anxious to get it underway," Mayor Choate said.
The council also voted to approve bids for im
provements on Buchanan Avenue. The issue became
a controversy among the commissioners several
weeks ago because Public Works Commissioner
Wayne Lanman lives on the street'.
Lanman abstained from voting, while Mayor
Choate gave a curt no. Because the other three
commissioners ·voted yes. Because three votes
constitute a majority of the quorum, the bid was
appoved.
Choate also voted not to a bid approval for im
provements on Sixth Street. However, the im
provements passed with yes votes from the other four
commissioners.
·

·

CINDY BEAKE I Staff photographer

Caesar's curtain call

Monitor
Sign
Service employees
Dennis
Creasy, left, and Mark Cornell remove the sign in
front of what was once Caesar's Pizza on Lincoln

Jerry's Pizza and Pu b following a dispute with
Little Caesar's, a national chain that opened in
here last spring.

Avenue and Fourth Street. The restaurant became

Summer graduation ceremony set
the current student body president.
Eastern Student Body President Mike Madigan

By C. KEITH KIN G
Staff writer

About 425 Eastern students will turn out in
traditional black robes Sunday to celebrate finishing
their college careers during the 1986 Summer
Commencement ceremony.
The ceremony will be held at 4 p.m. in the Library
Quad. In case of rain, the ceremony will be moved to
Lantz.
Eastern President Stanley Rives . will give the
"charge to class" address to the graduates. The
�

was unable to attend the ceremony so he asked

Richardson to take his place, Thornburgh said.
An Honorary Doctor of Scknce degree will be
given to Phillip Smith of Champaign, said Alumni
Director Chuck Titus.
Smith is "a highly renowned and well-known
zoologist," Titus said, adding that Smith is a
alumnus of Eastern.
Criteria for a person to receive an honorary degree

charge to class address is the annual speech given to
each graduating class by the university president.
Former
Student
Body
President
Angelynn

from Eastern include that they are "an outstanding
and distinguished person in his or her area of en

Richardson will address the graduating class as well.
Richardson was Student Body President during the
1984-85 school year.

Titus said this is about the same size as last year's
summer class.
Graduation practice is Thursday at 7 p.m. in Lantz
Gymnasium.

Daniel

Thornburgh,

director

of

University

deavor," Titus said.

Relations, said traditionally the address is given by

Energy scholar says energy crisis on its way
By LARRY SMITH

Staff writer

ls

there

another

world

energy

crisis

on

the

horizon?
Dennis Pirages, last speaker in the series of
distjngusihed visisting faculty lecturers dealing with
the theme of "Global Interdependence: Traditions
and Transitions," said Tuesday night research in
dicates there is.
Pirages spoke on- "Energy Crisis 1999? Some
Comments on Social Institutions" Tuesday. He said
we are repeating the same actions we had before the
energy crisis of 1973.
Pirages is a government and politics instructor at
the University of Maryland-College Park.
He received a Ph.D. from Stanford University and
is nationally known for his research and writing on
international relations, especially on the political
aspects of limited world resources.
"I feel like I'm the bearer of bad news. This is an
inopportune time to talk about an energy crisis,"
Pirages said.

The world is in the midst of oil glut, and the U.S. is
gradually slipping back into practices of the late
1960s to early 1970s, he said.
"My belief is we are due for the third energy crisis
in about 1999," Pirages said.
Pirages said the first energy crisis was in 1973 with
the OPEC oil embargo.
Oil crises are caused by a series of events, Pirages .
said, such as the oil embargo, Pirages said.
This causes people to believe there is an oil
shortage, countries stock oil and governments enact
strange policies, he said.
"We were not an energy efficient society and the
U.S. is the most energy inefficient country in the
world," Pirages said. Sweden was producing the
same amount of Gross National Product as the U.S.,
but with half the energy consumption.
This country grew up with cheap energy; every
thing we knew was based on an energy rich
stituation, he said. This country didn't think of
conservation such as home insulation.
Pirages said five years later the U.S. had not

learned the bitter lessons of 1973 and those that led to
the second energy crisis.
This he said, was sparked by the abdication of the
Shah of Iran. The nation went into another energy
shock because they believed there was another oil

shortage.
But, there was actually only a shortfall of about 1
percent.
"The shortfall was so small that it was easily
overcome by conservation and rising oil prices,"

Pirages said.
In the 1980s, we started to do more with Jess
energy. Car were held to new mileage standards and
people learned to insulate, Pirages said. In 1973 this
country was consuming more energy to produce the
GNP than we are today.
"If any of our optimistic forecasts come true in
coming years, we will have another energy crisis,"
Pirages said. "We will probably become dependent

on the Middle East for our oil and will be the victims
of other nations."

Find super bargains in the classifieds!

Gasp! Is my summer over already?
Where has it gone?

Opinion

I was going to get so much done this summer.
I was really excited to be in Charleston for the
eight-week session. It seemed like everybody and
their dog was going to be here for summer school.
I had visions of golden days at the lake. Balmy
nights
spent in the company of close friends. The
thought of classes didn't trouble me overly much.
After all, it was summer.
I thought my refrigerator would be eternally packed
with beer. I didn't realize it would be packed with ice.
The box doesn't know the first thing about self·
defrost.
·

Editorials represent

Somewhere back in the hazy recesses of my mind,
I thought it wouldn't get hot ·in Charleston until

,the majority opinion

August. Little did I realize temperatures would dip
below 90 degrees a sum total of three days in the
three months I've been here.
To walk into my house was to walk into a wind
tunnel. We had four fans placed at strategic locations
to provide maximum house-wide cooling.
Not that we don't have an air conditioner sitting in
our front hall closet. My penny-pinching roommate
just wouldn't let us use it. (Note to my roommate: I
didn't mean it, you're the greatest. Note to my
readers: Don't believe it, I just said it because I have
to live with her).

of the editorial board

The Summer Eastern News
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A degree is fine,

Fragments:
A_.L. Landers
All in all, now that it's winding down, this summer
has been a wonderful learning experience.

Even though f ran around like a chicken with it's
head cut off, it has been fun.
I am so glad I won't be an editor at the paper next
semester. Don't get me wrong, I gained invaluable
experience. I wouldn't trade it in for the world. The
people at the paper are great. I just hope I never get
silly enough to do it again.
Perhaps the best part of summer has been this
column.
I feel like I've reached people through my chosen
medium, and it's a great feeling.
I've tried to write for the pleasure of my readers.
Even if you didn't agree with me, I hope at least you
had fun reading my column.
I'll end with the usual 'good luck on finals' and have
a great rest of the summer.
-A.L. Landers is the campus/activities editor

and a

regular columnist for The Summer Eastern News.

but learning isn't
over after college
With Eastern students preparing for yet
another graduation, we would like to offer a
few words of advice to you, the college
graduate, as you set out to establish a
contributing role in the world.
As about 425 Eastern students receive
their diplomas Sunday, we ask: What does
that piece of paper
mean? And, what do
you really know?
You are preparing to leave the sheltered
haven of the college campus to' enter the
"real world" -now what?
A college education is an accomplishment
which deserves the utmost in praise,·
especially when the opportunity for higher
education is stratified in a way which makes
it attainable only to a privileged segment of
society-a sad fact which deserves im
mediate attention by government leaders.
Don't waste that achievement. And don't
think those four-plus years invested in a
college education are a means to an end.
Education is a continuing process-it
never ends. With that degree as a base,
don't let the learning process end.
College students today are caught up in
an attempt to complete all the requirements
for a specific major which often obstructs
the need for weU-rounded learning in all
areas. The system is to blame for this, not
the students.
However, it is up to students-not as
college students, but as students of the
world-to strive for continued learning and
to stay informed beyond the university
setting.
As you receive those diplomas-business
majors, psychology majors,
journalism
majors or whatever your field of study-do
you really know anything more than
business, psychology or journalism?
It is ignorance which l eads to t he
apath etic/h ypnotic approach to current
issues which will u ltimately determine the
future fate of our world. Read news
magazines, watch news programs and
develo p informed, intelligent opinions.
History has proven, as the masses hailed
Adolf Hitler, ignorance is a deadly cancer. In
a high tech , industrial society, Ignorance Is
no excuse.
·

Editorial

-
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'Newser' looks good on a resume
·

When I told people that I was chosen to be the
editor of The Summer Eastern News, a c0mmon
reaction was that the job would "look good on a
resume."
Those three words-editor in chief-probably will
help when I go out to seek er:nployment in the "real"
world.
It implies responsibility-the fact that someone with more experience than I had thought
is that more than anything, a good staff makes an
enough of me to say, 'Here's the paper, kid. Take it
editor look good.
from here.'
In 1he end, I had a good one.
It's a bit unfair. I can pull out a complete issue of
In the beginning, everyone seemed to be stunned
the paper and say 'I did this.' But what about my
by what lay before them. I often had to provide a lot
of direction and encouragement.
staff-the overworked and underpaid group of
I couldn't tell them at the time I often felt just as
students who put out this paper? They can show
prospective employers clips of this story or that, or
overwhelmed and discouraged.
But we learned from our mistakes and moved on. It
perhaps point to their name listed in a staff box.
wasn't long before I was coming in every morning to
The work they did this summer can't be judged by
clips alone. Working for this paper means more than
find that everyone was going about their job. These
that accumulating bylines.
papers were the best of the summer.
It means staying at the newsroom until 1 0 p.m.
It was my greatest pleasure watching everyone
twice a week to hefp put the thing out-even if you
learn and grow as the summer went on.
have an 8 a.m. class the next morning.
It's unfair for me or anyone else to say they alone
were responsible for a good issue. It's a group effort.
It means skipping lunch or dinner because you
have to try one more time to get in touch with -a
So to John Stroud, Chrystal Philpott, A.L. Landers,
source who's been in a meeting all day.
Mike Clark, Michelle MueHer, Cindy Beake, Dan
If you're an editor, it sometimes means having to
Raible, Dan Mount, Dane Buczkowski, Larry Smith
tell a friend that the job they did isn't quite up to par.
and everyone else who wrote a story, took a picture,
Sometimes it means putting up a fight about a story
wrote a headline or just plain gave a damn. ..you can
or photograph.After all, only people who don't give a
put this one in your resume.
·
damn will say they don't care either way.
�Bill Dennis Is the editor in chief and a regular

Personal file:

Bill Dennis

·

The

most important thing I've learned from

this

job

columnist for The Summer Eastern News.
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Bikers stop by Eastern on way to Carbondale
By DAN R EIBLE
Staff writer

Even the rain couldn't stop the dedicated BAMMI
bicyclists from completing their seven-day, 480-mile
ride for the Chicago Lung Association.
The BAMMI (Bicycle Across the Magnificent
Miles of Illinois) group arrived on Eastern's campus
Tuesday after a 76-mile ride.
"The ride is sponsored by the Illinois Credit Union
League," said league President Mike Fritz. "The
money for the lung association comes from the
pledges the riders receive."
Each rider solicits their own pledges for· so much
money per mile. The average amount raised from the
event in the past four years has been $ 100,000, all of
which goes to the lung association.
The riders left from Chicago on Sunday and will
end their ride in Carbondale, Saturday.
The 500 riders camped out next to the Campus
Pond Tuesday night, Fritz said.
Each rider receives breakfast, dinner and two

DAN R EIBLE I Photo editor

lunch breaks for their $ 120 registration fee.
All of the equipment-tents, clothing and other

Bikers head through the rain while starting a 8 7 trek to Carbondale for the Chicago Lung
Association. The bikers, who stopped at Eastern

essentials-are transported by truck to each day's

mile

destination, Fritz added.
There was quite a collection of riders, Fritz said.

About 20 Charleston residents joined the ride
Wednesday. When asked how the rain affected the
ride, John Demario of Berwyn, Ill., said, "I'm here
now, I don't have much choice."
So Wednesday morning, the riders left to start the

The youngest was seven and the oldest was 76 and
blind.
This is the fourth year for the ride and Fritz said
that they keep the ride down to about 500 par
ticipants, but some people ride for just one day.

Shape-note troupe set for fall
The tunes were either composed by folk musicians
or were adapted from American and European
melodies· already in use.
The term "Sacred Harp" came from the title of
the most popular and most widely used collection of
shape-note gospel songs published in 1844. This book

By BEVERLY PATTON
Staff writer

The Second Annual Illinois State Sacred Harp
Singing Convention is coming to Charleston,
Saturday, Sept. 13.
The Sacred Harp Singers are a nationwide group
of volunteers dedicated to a unique form of musical
expression called "Shape-note singing," which

and others like it are still used today in regional
"conventions or sings" held annually in northern
Alabama and Georgia, eastern Tennessee and the

involves four shapes-diamond, oval, rectangle and
triangle. Their music attempts to express these

western Carolinas.
In many other places in the U.S., interest in folk
singing has led to the re-discovery of Sacred Harp

particular shapes.
"It makes it easier to teach larger groups," said
Convention Organizer Debra Muller.
Shape-note singing is also the original form of
religious folk music started in the New England states

music throughout the years.
The main purpose of this convention is to keep the
early American heritage of religious folk music, as
exemplified by shape-note singing, alive.
The convention will be held at the Wesley
Foundation, 2206 Fourth St. and is free and open to

in the early 1800s, Muller said.
The music was sung without instrumental ac
companiment. The key for a song was pitched with a
tuning fork, by voice or with a pitch pipe.

the public.

Rehnquist's memos show nothing
WASHINGTON (AP)-Confidential documents
from the Nixon administration have not revealed any
"smoking gun" to undermine Supreme Court Justice
William H. Rehnquist confirmation as chief justice,
a member of a Senate committee said Wednesday.
Sen. Charles Mathias, R-Md., said the memos,

Committee

chairman,

charged

that

there

were

unauthorized disclosures and he is asking the FBI to
investigate whether any laws have been broken by the
alleged leaks.
"I will not tolerate these kinds of disclosures," he
said. "This is a serious breech of the agreement we
reached on the review of these documents. It's also a
breech of trust."
But Sen. Joseph Biden, D-Del., the ranking

There is "nothing that can be characterized as a
smoking gum," he said.
Meanwhile, as Democrats continued to study the
memos, partisan wrangling erupted over whether
information from the papers was leaked to the news

minority committee member, said it was all "a
tempest in a teapot."
He said if any leaks occurred it would not be
illegal. Unless there was a breach of national
security, it is a matter for the Senate Select Com
mittee on Ethics to investigate and not the FBI, he

Sen.

Thrumond,

Strom

R-S.C.,

COME!

Storewide

m1

Savings!

LINCOLN BOOK SHOP
"one bl0ck North of Old Main"

EXAM WEEK
SALE!

(Aug. 11-l!;i)
Hours thru Aug. 15

M-F 12-5

Sat. 10-4

Checkout·
the
classifieds!·

Judiciary

day's 86- mile ride with ponchos on and deter
mination in there hearts.
Everyone seemed in good spirits as they mounted
their bikes-that is until their seat hit the seat. That's
when the previous day's ride came to the surface.

Discount card
plans now final
By MICH AEL CLARK
Administration/government editor

The Summer Student Senate met for the last
time this summer Tuesday to discuss the final
plans for the student discount card.
Suzzanne Murrie, Summer Student Senate
speaker, said the details for the discount card
were completed last week.
The card, which had only six sponsors last
year, will feature 15 different businesses from
the Charleston area. Some of the sponsors
include Domino's Pizza,
Factory and White Hen.

Hardees,

Pasta

This year the senate hired a professional
service, United Savings Association, to gain
increased sponsorship from the Charleston
business community.
For the last three years, the summer senate
has been responsible for arranging sponsorship

dealing with Rehnquist's role as a Nixon ad
ministration lawyer from 1969 to 197 1, revealed
nothing to threaten his nomination.

media.

Tuesday night, hope to raise $100,000 from the
480-mile event.

for the card. But sponsorship has since been
steadily decreasing.
This

fall,

each

sponsor

will

vary

in

requirements for students to use the card.
The card is scheduled to
around Labor Day.

be distributed

In other business, Murrie announced that the
posters have been completed to publicize
Organization Oay next fall.
The August 26 Organization Day, which will
be held on the Library Quad, is designed to
allow any recognized organization to set up a
table and provide information to the stuaents.
Murrie said the posters will be put on display
in the various residence halls on campus.

said.

Live Band Tonight
Thursday's Band

·

s100

Rock & Roll with
Bill Easton
Doug Simpson 16 oz Bud
Steve Stewart Screwdrivers
Ken Glosser
In

"ALIBYE"
A good excuse
for a nite out!

G�t in 8-10 wI coupon for FREE

at

Ted's

Live Entertainment

Friday's Band

_Saturday's Band

COUPON

COUPON

Rock-n-roll with Bill
Easton, Doug Simpson, Steve
Stewart, and Ken Glosser in

"9th Street"

''ALIBYE''
oz. Bud
75¢ 16 oz..
$100 -16
-screwdrivers
Old Sty
-Caivert&Coke

le,

A good excuse
for a nite out!
Get in 8-10 w/ cou on for FREE

Featuring former
members of "Zachery Bass"
Rock&Roll

. 75,¢ 16 oz

s1 00

Old Style

� 16 OI.

l:Sud

-Fuzz_y Navel
-:Rum&Coke

Getin8-10 w/c�

for FREE

'
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Facu lt.Y S�nate com mitte e
candid ate choice s tabled

I �l'. 1 1 I : , ,-'
-

-

·-

I-_,· ',,·-,

chairmanship of the faculty senate .
Earlier this summer, the senate
The Faculty Senate Tuesday tabled nominated Ed Marlow, a management
nominations for the selection of and marketing instructor, to the TRS
candidates to fill single seats on two committee. It was later rejected by
Samuel Taber, dean of student ser
separate university faculty committees .
. Jayne Ozier, faculty senate chair vices .
Ozier said that Taber disapproved
man, said the delay is an attempt by the
senate to expand the list of possible Taber' s nomination because of the
candidates for a single seat on both the dominance of business personnel on
textbook rental service
advisory that committee.
The senate will be seeking during the
committee and the affirmative action
process to keep an equal number of
advisory committee.
C u r rently ,
Larry ' Janes ,
an representatives from each of the
education instructor, is the only concern�d groups on the affirmative
nominee on the list for the TRS action committee and TRS committee.
During
the
affirmative
action
position, while Beverly Miller and
Carol Helwig ,
both elementary selection process, the senate will decide
education
instructors ,
are being on two nominees for single positions
considered for the affirmative · action on the affirmative action committee
and the TRS committee .
position.
Once the two nominees are approved
Ozier said other candidates will be
added to the list for consideration by the senate, the candidates names
before the senate makes their final will be forwarded to Eastern President
decision during their first meeting next Stanley Rives , who will then decide on
one.
fall .
In other senate business , Ozier
The vacancy on the affirmative
action committee opened when board discussed the plans for the Coleman
member Mary Wohlrabe relinquished · Hall addition project which will house
her duties on the committee to assume the school of business.

B y MICHAEL CLARK

Administration/government editor

Thompson , Stevenson to debate
.,.,,_____,l,� .__...____

proud of my record as governor and
look
forward
to debating Mr.
Stevenson in the weeks ahead . "
Stevenson
said
' ' Great , ' '
spokeswoman . Terry S tephan in a
telephone interview. "We've been
waiting for months . "
I n another development Wednesday,
Thompson accused Stevenson of
challenging the gubernatorial can
didacy of the Rev. Charles Koen of
Cairo, Ill., to divert attention from
Stevenson's lack of appeal among
black voters. Koen is a black civil
rights leader and alderman.

CHICAGO (AP)-Gov . James R .
Thompson agreed Wednesday to
debate third-party gubernatorial
candidate Adlai Stevenson.
Thompson, who is to face Stevenson
in the Nov . 4 general election, agreed
after receiv i ng a letter from Stevenson
challenging him to deb at e .
Thompson said in a news release
issued Wedne sd ay afternoon that he
had told his campaign manager, Greg
Gaise, to negotiate the details with the
Stevenson camp.
I firmly believe in the principle of
debates," Thompson said. "I am
"

THE SAMPLER 5P£CIAL

AAM, l'.>1£&<£ ' � 6"'4<EJ> ?:1Ra.D
_,,..A'f""° rr.' ..., YE(rWi6. ott � ."f>LA1fll ·
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DYNASTY INN
THURS . Margarita Night $ 1 . 25
FRI . Happy Hour 4 : 30 to 6 : 30

TAKE $10 OFF
and · more . . .

free horsd 'oevures & appetizers

- Grolsch
-St . Pauli Girls

Imports $ 1 .00

Match any New Fall
TOP & BOTTO M and receive

$10 OFF

JERRY' S PUB
Pitcher s
75 � m ixed drin ks

2 . 00

I

: III/
/,
I

- - - - - - - - - ---- --

$1 .79
2-PIECE
COUPON

2 pieces of chicken (Original Recipe
or

Extra Crtspy) • 1 individual serving of
mashed potatoes and gravy • fresh·
baked Buttermilk Biscuitf or only $ 1 . 7
9

�

with this coupon. limtt one package
per ,
coupon, four coupans per custom
er.

Good on comgination white/dark orders
only. Customer pays all
'>
applicable sales tax .
,,,,...,."
,_
Expires 8/1 4/86

Thi•

coupon good
only •t KFC.
atore In
Ch8rl•ton.

--- -

_

�

¢

_

r

Each Additional New Fall
TOP or BOTTOM

·

4th & Li ncoln
Mo n-S at 4 - 1
-,
-1

- ---�- -

$ 1 . 79 I

2-PIECE
COUPON

2 pieces of chicken (Original Recipe or
·

Extra Crtspy) • 1 individual serving of
mashed potatoes and gravy • fresh·
baked Buttermilk Biscuit for only $ 1 . 7
9
wtth this coupon. limit one package
per
coupon, four coupons per customer.
Good on comginatlon white/dark orders
only. Customer pays all
"

cou pon good
only •t KFC
store In
Ch•rl11ton.

i1
,.,<,,'>"�

$'i "�

�.�

¢ v�

-

NO LIMI T!
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-

$1 .79

applicable saIes tax
Expires 8 / 1 4/86
·
Thi•

$5 0FF

.

2-PIECE
COUPON

2 pieces of chicken (Original Recipe or
Extra Crispy) • 1 individual serving of
mashed potatoes and gravy • fresh·
baked Buttermilk Biscuitf or only $
1 . 79
with this coupon . limit one package
per
coupon, four coupons per customer.
Good on comgination white/dark orders
onl y. c ustorner pays all
�
applicable sales tax
,,,,,_
Expires 8 / 1 4/86

Thi•
coupon good

only II KFC
store In

Ch1rl1ston.
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Speedway driver
loves racing with
th e other racers
By G R E G G U E RTLER

Staff writer

One of the two female drivers at Charleston Motor
Speedway, Dee Dee V�ech is one driver who kno\' '
how to get the job done.
Veech , who use to drive Endro races, said she got
to be a good driver, because she was one of the
slower drivers and she use to be able to avoid the
accidents . Endro races are 5 00 lap races that, when
the cars are wrecked , are left parked at the track.

''

Vroom!

Driver Dee Dee Veech tests her car before a
race at the Charleston Speedway Saturday n ight.
Veech is one of two female racers at the

speedway , which is located east of Charleston on
Route 16 .

Me and the wall, I ' m my own worst
enemy .
-Dee Dee Veech
Race car driver

Car racers risk lives for thrills
By G R EG G U E RTLER
Staff writer

One of the best kept secrets around is located 4
miles east of campus on Route 1 6 at the Charleston
Motor Speedway.
Racing, which runs from May 1 -0ctober 1 every
Saturday night beginning at 6 : 3 0 p.m. with the time
trials, usually last until about 1 2- 1 2 : 30 a.m.
The speedway , which races four different divisions
each night, races Limited late model , late model,
st reet stock , and new to this year is the l.M.C.A.
modified class of cars.
Steve Hillard from Champaign d r iving his No . 47
car, is the poin t leader in the Limited late model
class, Bob Pierce from Danville d r iving his No. 3 2
c a r , i s the point leader i n t h e l a t e model class, Brian
Board from Charleston driving his No. 99 car , is the
poi n t leader i n the street stock division , and Roger
Carey from Catlin , d riving his familiar No. 44 car , is
t h e poin t leader in the l.M.C.A . division.
Last Saturday night was the mid-season cham
pionship races, and all of the respected leaders in
creased their-point leads by winning their respected
races.
In addition to being mid-season championships, it
was also double point night. _ If a contestent won a
race, they received ' double points for that race
because of the mid-season championships.
In a night which would feature a reporter and a

photographer almost getting run over a few times
and quite a few accidents that occured during the
races, it was an exciting night for one and all .
The street stock division was the most physical of
all , because the participants were all crazy. They were
out there having fun and risking their lives at about
80-90 m.p.h. for an $ 1 1 prize for a heat and $75 for a
feature race .
These people have $ 1 0 ,000-60 ,000 invested into
their race cars , and their average ages run about 3 9
years old.
The track, which has been in extistance for 25 years ,
is a "big \14 or small -Vs of a mile" according to
Bobby Franklin.
Bob Pierce is by far the biggest favorite amongst
the d rivers, but ask No. 97 Marvin Burton, who was
leading the late model feature. race until he drove
over a battery that had fallen out of another car that
broke an oil gasket and put him out of it, and he will
.say that "Pierce has just got all the luck in the
world." He added "the guy cannot lose. "
Pierce, who is 34 years old, has a Chevy 406 engine
in his car , which produces 6 , 800-7 ,000 revolutions
per minute during the race for his car said " this is a
pure hobbie sport for me on the weekends. " During
the week, he drives a beer truck for a living . He has
been in a few minor fender benders and has had " a
few stiches here and there , " but nothing really major
has happened to him .

C harleston Speedway
��������-

''

Veech, who is a 25 year old Mattoon native, drives
a 1 974 light blue Camara with a Chevy 3 50 engine.
She has about $400 invested into her car.
She and her husband Chris own Veech racing .
They are their own sponsors. "Street sponsors are
hard to come by , and so is the money, " she said.
That is why they don't have any sponsors to sponsor
them.
She and Chris both race in the street class division
and the competition between them is great. They go
out there and do their own thing-they don ' t wait
around for each other, they go out and race "for the
fun and excitement" she said.
Dee Dee (No. 24) and Chris (7) , who drives a dark
blue Camara, love to race. It is their weekend ex
citement.
"I love racing, the fans are great, " Veech said. She
added between "me and the wall , I 'm my own worst
enemy . ' '
The danger of racing doesn' t bother her at all , she
said. Driving the enduro races bas made her a lot less
scared about racing.
She also said the other drivers are a good clean
bunch of guys. "They (the other drivers) don't give
me too much of a hard time . ' '
Last Saturday was a good night fo r h e r ; sh e p la c ed
fourth in the semifinals of the street class division .

Charleston Speedway fun for youn g an d old
By GREG GUERTLER

Staff writer

The
Charleston
Motor
Speedway, located four miles east
of campus on Route 1 6, offers
something for the young and old
alike.
For an admission price of $ 1 1
for a pit pass, $7 for an adult
admission pass , and $4 for
childern, the track, which opens at
5 p . m . , has a new game room for
the people who get bored with 6 to
7 hours of racing and need a break .
They also have a large concession
area that offers good hot dogs ,
polish dogs, barbecue beef sand
wiches and an assortment qf soft
drinks and candy bars .
Hubert and Sue Scott, of
Danville, said " they came to watch
Bob Pierce (No . 32) and Steve
Hiller (47) race. " Although they
don't race in the same classes, they

love to watch them going after the
checkered flag.
Dee Phillips, also from Danville,
" came here to watch my brother
in-law Bob Pierce race . " She loves
the racing excitement and the fans;
she thinks they are great.
The fans in the stands love to sit
back , drink a few beers that they
are allowed to bring in, and mot
for their favorite racer whether it
be male or female. In some cases ,
the fans were rooting for Dee Dee
Veech (24) and Tina Lamphier
(28), the only two female racers in
the race.
"They, (the other drivers) don ' t
give m e too much of a hard time , "
Veech said . " I love racing. The
fans are great . " When asked who
her racing hero was , she said " Bob
Pierce is my hero . "
Jeff Griffin from Danville, said
that Veech is his hero and that he

has a lot of admiration for the
gutsy lady from Mattoon and
wishes her a lot of luck .
Sentiments like that were echoed
throughout the stands for Veech
and the other drivers .
Wayne Etzel, owner of the
track , said that when the track was
built back in 1 964 by Oland
Humphrey, it was flat, not bankeQ
as it is today. Prior to 1 964, it was
a horse track . The second owners
of the track built up the high
curves and banks around the track
and made it more suitable for
automobile racing.
Originally from Kankakee, Etzel
bought the track in 1 983 and added
new lights this year to replace the
old " baseball" type lights that
were running up an enormous
electric bill.
In the last month, track
photographer Cindy McCabe said

the track had gone from about 1 3
street class cars to 3 8 . McCabe said
the racing seems to be really
catching on.
Their has been only two
fatalities at the track since -its
opening in 1 964. Mike Pearce was
killed driving limited cars three
years ago. Another driver was
killed driving sprint cars in the
early 1 970s , McCabe said.
McCabe and Martin also added
that when Pearce was killed they
held a memorial race for him the
followin g week .
Track official J oe Martin added
that the differences bt'tween the
late cars and the limited late cars
are that the limited cars are limited
to the tires and gear ratios that
they come into the track with,
while late cars can change tires and
gear ratios with the ever-changing
track condtions .

T h u r sd ay ' s
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T h u rsday ' s

possessed by Satan .
1 2-lllinois Press
1 7 , 38-Ripley's Believe It Or
Not!

T h u rsda y

4:30 p.m.

2-Jeopardy!

4:35 p.m.

7:05 p.m.

5-Rocky Road

5-Movie: "The Three
Musketeers. " ( 1 974) Director
Richard Lester stresses
swordplay and slapstick in this
1 2th film version of the
Alexandre Dumas classic.

5:00 p.m.

2, 1 7-People's Court
3-Newscope
9-0ne Day At A Time
1 0-Price Is Right
1 5-Jeopardy!
1 7-People's Court
38-Entertainment Tonight

7:30 p.m.

2, 1 5-Family Ties
1 2-lnnovation

5:05 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

5-Father Knows Best

2. 1 5-Cheers
1 2-Living Wild
1 7 ,38-Colbys

5:30 p.m.

2 , 3 , 1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7 , 38-News
9-Welcome Back, Kotter
1 2-Nightly Business Report

8:30 p.m.

2, 1 5-Night Court

5:35 p.m.

9:00 p.m.

5-Gomer Pyle, U SMC

2. 1 5-Hill Street Blues
1 2-Mystery!
1 7 , 38-2 0/20

6:00 p.m.

2 , 3 , 1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7-News
9-Private Benjamin
1 2-MacNeil, Lehrer
Newshour
38-Andy Griffith

9:25 p.m.

5-Movie: "The Last Detai l . · ·
( 1 973) Jack Nicholson gives
a stand-out performance in
this salty, amusing story about
a pair of career sailors
escorting a teen-age misfit to
a naval prison.

6:05 p.m.

5-Green Acres

6:30 p.m.

2, 1 5-Wheel of Fortune
3-PM Magazine
9-Alice
1 0 , 1 ?-Newlywed Game
38-Too Close For Comfort

9-News

6:35 p.m.

5-Sanford and Son

2, 1 5-Cosby Show
3, 1 0-Movie : "Christopher
Columbus. "
9-Movie : "The Exorcist . "
( 1 973) William Peter Blatty's
Oscar-winning adaptation of
the best seller about a child

ACROSS
1 Swedish
quartet
5 Waited
patiently
10 Endure under
use
14 Doctorow's
"-- Lake"
15 Accrue
11 Queen before
Noor
17 Man-made
lake in the
West
18 How Capp's
Fosdick faces
danger
20 -- Lupin,
Leblanc
charPcter
22 A quality of
Cassius
23 Go after
stripers
25 Prank
21 Ruffles
21 Provoke
33 Indian queen
34 Uttered shrill
tones
3C Pinna or
concha

9:30 p.m.

1 0:00 p.m.

2 , 3 , 1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7-News
9-IN N News
1 2-Doctor Who
38-Marshal Dillon

1 0:30 p.m.

2 , 1 5-Tonight
3-M . A . S . H .
9-Trapper Joh n , M . D.
1 0-Night Heat
1 2-Movie: "The H idden
Eye . " ( 1 945) A blind sleuth

51 Singer
Redding
II Inactive
ll Hawk's
weapon
12 "-- tread on
me"
13 Auctioned
14 Historic island
15 Barn-voyage
vessels?

DOWN

1 College in

Mich.
2 Oom Paul was
one
3 In a
vainglorious
way
4 He wrote "The
Ugly
Duckling"

5 Happened

I Suffix with

adamant
7 Twofold
8 Goofed
I Fine wools
lO " Rome -built in a day"
11 Besides
12 Is unwell
13 Beams
ll Over
21 Score unit
24 0utcast
21 Bouillon, e.g.
27 Street show
28 Bout of a sort
30 Schwarzenegger role : 1985
31 Spiked a drink
32 Remove
35 Justify
38 Mas.,<>achusetts

37 Assoc .
38 These might be

1 1 :00 p.m.

3-Hart to Hart
1 7-Nightline
38-Hawaii Five-0

1 1 :30 p.m.

2, 1 5-Late Night With David
Letterman
9-Movie: "The Barkleys of
Broadway . " ( 1 949) Fred
Astaire and Ginger Rogers,
the greatest dance team in
screen history, were reunited
after 1 0 years for this gay lark
about show business.
1 7-Three's Company

1 1 :40 p.m.

1 0-Movie: "Hit and Run"
( 1 982) weaves a Hit
chcockian yarn about a
Manhattan cabdriver framed
for murder.

Frida y
4:30 p.m.

2-Jeopardy!
1 2-Sesame Street
1 5-Jeffersons
1 7-Entertainment Tonight
38-Divorce Court

4:35 p.m.

5-Rocky Road

5:00 p .m.

2, 1 7-People"s Court
3-Newscope
1 0-Price Is Right
1 5-Jeopardy! _
1 7-People's Court
38-Entertainment Tonight

5:05 p.m.

5-Father Knows Best

31 Order of eight

limbed
mollusks
41 Hawaiian isle
42 Dead set
against
44 Watched one's
calories
41 Actresses
Drew and
Terry
48 Floral feature
50 Danish-Ameri
can reformer
51 Within : Comb.
form
52 Monticle
53 Wild carrot
55 Where Gretzky
shines
56 Adherents
58 You, to Rocco

5:30 p.m.

2 , 3 , 1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7 , 38-News
1 2-Nightly Business Report

5:35 p.m.

5-Gomer Pyle , USMC

6:00 p.m.

2 , 3 , 1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7-News
9-Private Benjamin
1 2-MacNeil, Lehrer
Newshour
38-Andy Griffith

6:05 p.m.

5-Green Acres

6:30 p.m.

2-Wheel of Fortune
3-PM Magazine
9-Alice
1 0 , 1 7-Newlywed Game
1 5-Baseball: St. Louis at
Pittsburgh .
38-Too Close For Comfort

6:35 p.m.

5-Baseball : San Francisco at
Atlanta.

7:00 p.m.

2, 1 5-Knight Rider
3 , 1 0-Twilight Zone
9-Movie: "Exorcist I I : The
Heretic . " ( 1 9 7 7 ) Linda Blair is
now a teen-ager tortured by
memories in this sequel
lightened by unintentional
humor .
1 2-Washington Week in
Review
1 7 , 38-Webster

7:30 p.m.

1 2-Wall Street Week
3 8-Mr . Belvedere

8:00 p.m.

2, 1 5-Miami Vice
3 . 1 0-Movie: "Fish Hawk"
( 1 9 7 9 ) stars Will Sampson as
an aging, alcoholic Indian
befriended by a farm boy .
1 2-Great Performances
1 7 , 3 8-Rowdies

9:00 p.m.

2, 1 5-Stingray
9-News
1 7 , 3 8-Love Boat

9:05 p.m.

5-Gunsmoke

9:30 p.m.

9-IN N News
1 2-Jinx

1 0:00 p.m.

2 , 3 , 1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7-News
9-Soap
1 2-Doctor Who
38-Marshal Dillon

43 Prosperous
time
45 Poet's post
sunset period
47 Sellers role:

2, 1 5-Tonight
3-M . A . S . H .
9-Trapper Joh n , M . D .
1 0-Movie: White-water
vacationers seek deliverance
from snipers after a "Killing at
Hell's Gate" turns Oregon's
Rogue River into a river of no
return .
1 2-Movie: "Madame Curie . "
( 1 943) Distinguished story of
the obstacles face by the
Curies, which led to the
discovery of radium .
1 7 ,38-PGA Championship
Highlights

1 1 :30 p.m.

See page 1 1 for a nswers

2 p . m . previous day.

word
S e c retary , "
"My
service.
processing
resume
Professional
packages, letter of application ,
transparencies, quality term
papers, thesis, etc . 903 1 8th
St. Call 345 - 1 1 50 .
____ ,8/7
PROFESSIONAL RESU M E
PACKAGES: Quality papers,
big selection , excellent ser
vice. PATTON QUIK PRINT,
W. Park Plaza, 345·633 1 .
00

tt

Help Wanted

Need extra money? Sell
Avon ! Call 359- 1 5 7 7 or 1 ·
800-858-8000 .
__
____00
3 , 000 GOVERNMENT Jobs
$ 1 6 , 0 4 0 - $ 5 9 , 2 30/yr.
l ist.
Now Hiring. Call 1 -805-687 6000 Ext. R-9997 .
____9/22
HERITAGE HOUSE is now
for
applications
accepting
activity aides. Someone fun ,
willing to get involved, and
interested i n working wi�h
develop
people who are
mentally disabled .
____ 8/7
Full or Part-time help. M ust
Need
be
experi e n c e d .
at
references.
Apply
Charleston Lumber Co. 202
6th St. between 9 a.m. and 3
p . m . No phone calls .
�-------� 8 17
Part-time house manager
position open for Women's
C hemical
Depen den cy
Program at CEAD Council.
req uiring
positions
Live-in
a.m.
8
from
availa bility
a.m.
8
through
Saturday
Monday and on holidays. Call
Judy Brown 348-5444.
___ 8/7
__

ft.�

__R
_mma
_oo
r es
___

Desperately seeking housing
for 86-87 school year . Any
reasonable possiblities. Please
E l izabeth
to
respo n d
Copenhaver, 6 Jardin Court
No. 3, Collinsville, I L 62234 or
( 6 1 8) 3 4 5 - 2 3 3 1 .
___ .8/7
Female roommate needed
2
new
for 1 year for brand
bdrm . townhouse on Taft and
8th circle. $ 1 1 0 . 00·$ 1 20/mo.
& electric. CALL JALEE 797·
6462.
__ 8/7
__
ROOMMATE NEEDED to
share large two bedroom apt.
very close to campus . Please
call Kelly at 345-9469.
__ 8/7
__
females seeking 1 ·2
2
females for subleaser s . Lin
colnwood apts. $ 1 1 5 per
month . Immediate response
necessary. Call Cathy ( 3 1 2)
462-0533 . .
__8/7
__
NEED ONE MORE FEMALE
ROOMMATE JUST FOR FALL
NICE APART·
SEMESTER.
M ENT. CALL 345.7357 alter
4 p. m .
__

To each of you

1 . Nom i nations

2 . Votes
3 . Party

by co-workers

To h ono r m e/J une

ui

JOBS.
G OV E R N M E NT
Now
$ 1 6 , 04 0 - $ 5 9 , 2 30/yr .
Hiring. Call 1 -805-687-6000
current
for
R-9997
Ext .
federal list.
____ 8/7

�

..

C

ANTI-VIOLENCE
VOLUNTEERS
Non·

Teaching

tor

Center

..
..

Violence is seeking full-time staff.

&

$ 1 50/mo . .

Lodging,

health

coverage. One year commitment
with $ 2 000 separation stipend.
research

interest

Public

on

courses

developing
violence

and

Coalition

on

�

aggressio n .

on

publishing

and

operation
Television

non

National

II

Violence

(TV, films. war toys, sports. etc . ) .
Next

to

Student

364- 1 9 2 0 .
Radecki ,

deferable.

21 7 -

Resume to

Thomas

Box

2 1 57.

M.D..

c

Illinois.

of

University
loans

2, 1 5-Friday Night Videos
9-Movie: "Ode to Billy Joe . "
( 1 976) Bobbie Gentry's hit
song inspired this film abut
the doomed romance of two
Mississippi teen-agers in
1 953.
1 7-Nightline
38-Hawaii Five-0

STUDENTS.

• 3 convenient
locations
• 1 & 2 bd r m s
• furn i shed or
u n f u r n i shed

• 9 or 1 2 month
l e a se
• rent starting as
Iow a s
$ 1 20 Mo.each

u

Charnpai g n , I L 6 1 6 2 0 .

LU NGE

FOR YOUR
APART M E N T NOW!

1 0:30 p.m.

1 1 :05 p.m.

Abbr.

sertion. Dea d l i n e

1 0:05 p.m.

5-Night Tracks

41 Singer John
SO Like some
leftovers
54 - Islands off

be respo n s i b l e for a n i n correct ad after its first in

5-Night Tracks Power Play

3-Movie: "The War Wagon . "
( 1 967) John Wayne
masterminds a plot to heist an
armored coach loaded with
gold dust.
1 7-0ne Day At A Time
38-Nightline

41 -- Aviv
41 Handel
composition
42 High poin�

Sicily
57 Gumption
component

matches wits with an
unknown killer responsible for
three murders .
1 7-0ne Day At A Time
38-Nightline

Crossword

581 -281 2. A correct ad wlH
can not

appear in the next edition. U n less notified, we

6Serv1ces Offered

1 1 :00 p.m.

light

31 Killer whale

R eport errors i m med iately at

•

Digest

TV

7:00 p.m.

•

LOW RATES
FOR FALL
YOUNGSTOWN E/OLDETOWNE
H E R ITAGE
P I N ETRE E/LI NCOLNWOOD
9 1 6 WOODLAWN
3 4 5-2 3 6 3

CALL
us

STOP
BY

Regen cy is #l
New carpet

see why

or

New furniture
(for 1986-87
close to campus)

Hrs. 9-5 M-F,

12-4 Sat. 345-9105

Th u rsd a ' s
y
August 7 , 1 98 6

For Rent
August
1 5-2
bedroom
furnished
and
unfurnished
apartments available on 9 or
12
month leases.
Carlyle
Apartments. 348- 7 7 46 .
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
___cOO
Two , 2 bedroom houses for
rent. $249/month . Not near
campus. Leave name and
number, 348-07 1 5 .

oo
One girl needed to rent 9 Y.

_______

months of school year. Good
location 1 09 1 7th St. For
$1 2 5/month . For more info,
call Lisa at 3 1 2-238- 7 3 1 9 .
____8/7
NICE LARGE
HOME, 4
BEDROOMS, Furnished for
five, $ 1 00.00 ea. /monthly.
Ten - month lease, Bruce 3452 7 90 .
____8/7
Female roommate wanted,
private bedroom in apt. near
campus ,
$ 1 30/mo .
345·
1 1 1 4.
______617
McArth u r
Manor
Apart·
ments-2 bedroom furnished
apartment. 345,5544 or 3452 23 1 .
____ 8/7
Two bedroom house , close
to campus. Newly remodeled
and carpeted. Excellent for 3
people. Off street parking
available. Lease and Deposit
required. NO PETS. Call 345·
60 1 1 AFTER 5 : 30 345-94 6 2 .
_______

QO

One and two bedroom apts.
available
immediately.
Call
Leland Hall Real Estate 3457023.
__ 8/7
__
1 apartment share with 2
other
ladies.
1
apartment
needs 2 people . Come with
recommendations.
Call
for
details. Nice and new-close
to campus. 345- 5 1 48 or 34801 57.
__ .817
__
Large two-bedroom apart
ment furnished, utilities paid,
close to EIU . 4 or 5 students.
345-2390.
____ 8/7
Apartments
2
bedroom ,
heat,
water
and
garbage
furnished . 345-9606 .
____ 8/30
Need 1 girt to share house
for 5. Furnished, close to EIU ,
$ 1 20 a month plus utilities.
345- 7 286.
__ ,8/7
__
Sleeping rooms for . males.
Furnished . Call Leland Hall
Real Estate. 345· 7023.
____8/7
__
Two
female
subleasers
needed
$ 1 1 O/month
plus
utilities. Call 345-7 7 7 5 or
345- 1 6 1 6 .
__
__8/7
Great
Location ! ! !
Across
from Tarble. 1 or 2 females for
fall and spring semesters. Call
348-04 1 7 anytime .
____ 8/7

CI asst fle d ads
For Rem

One girt needed to share
room in furnished house. 9
months $ 1 6 0 . 1 63 2 1 1 th
Street. For more info call Kim
3 1 2-488- 2 9 5 6 .
__
__8/7
For rent to female students,
new furnished 3 bedroom
townhouse
located
across
from Carman Hall . 8 1 5-4853377.
__
__8/7
Before you rent an apt. ,
please check with me first. I
have two bedrooms, all fur·
nished , sunken in living rooms,
large
closet,
and
g reat
location-2 blocks southwest
of campus. Rent $ 1 3 5/per
person. Call Gayle at 345·
2784.
____8/7
__
ROOM FOR RENT. Fur·
nished.
Newly
remodeled.
Private bedroom .
Common
living area. Central air, washer,
dryer. Two blocks from EIU .
Female. Call 345-35 1 5 or
348-8837 after 4 : 3 0 p . m .
____ 8/7
Need one male renter for
large uptown apt. Own room .
$ 1 00/mo. & Y. utilitites. Call
Brian 342-3245 or leave
message.
______ 8/7
FURNISHED APARTMENTS
FOR M E N . SUMMER LOW AS
$60. CALL 345-4846.
_______

oo

FURNISHED HOUSE . Two
blocks from EIU . Washer,
drye r .
Furnished ,
clean ,
comfortable.
Four
or five
occupants. Phone 345-35 1 5
or 348-8837 after 4 : 30 p . m .
______8/7
Dorm-size microwave ovens
and refrigerators. Rent by the
semester as low as $1 O per
month . Carlyle Rentals. 3487746.
00

� �____F_o_r_S_a_le

.......-\�

...

<.J: A nnounce m e m sl
PENNY ROSE SALE! Buy
one dozen sweetheart roses
for $ 7 . 9 9 and for 1 penny
more get 1 3 MORE ROSES for
a total of 25 ROSES ofr $ 8 . 0 0 .
Assorted colors, all roses are
wrapped. Cash & Carry only.
Noble's Flower Shop. 5th &
Jefferson, 345-7007 .
____8/7
__
KEEP ABORTION LEGAL
AND SAFE.
NARAL. Free
referral 345-9 2 8 5 .
______8/7
PENNY ROSE SALE ! Buy
one dozen sweetheart roses
for $ 7 . 9 9 and for 1 penny
more , get 1 3 MORE ROSES
for a total of .25 ROSES for
$ 8 . 0 0 . Assorted colors, all
roses are wrapped, cash &
carry only. Nobles Flower
Shop . 5th & Jefferson, 345·
7 00 7 .
__
__8/7
YARD SALE-Clothes and
m iscellaneous.
1 400
1 8th
Street. Friday 8 a . m .
____8/7
__
Make mqney
classified ads.

through

HOMES

TWO BEDROOMS:
1 1 5 Fifth St.
1 603 Adams
1 1 3 Seventh

·

mailed.

James E. Martin

Registrar

Reeppllcatfon

tor Qmkldon

Any 81udent who has applied

for graduation for a future
semester or summer term and
then flnda that he/she will be
graduated either a aemester or
sunmer term earlier or later
MUST reapply for graduation in
the Record& Office . There Is
no
additional
charge for
reapplyin g. Reapplication must
be accomplished no later than
the published deadline of the

Registrar

0111 duatton
Requirements Deedllne
For a student to be con
sidered a Summer Term 1 986
graduate
ALL
graduation
requirements must be met by
4:30 p.m. on Friday, August
22, 1 986 . Thls means that any
removals _ of
lncompletes,

1

LOST: Wallet, men's, brown.
Lost Thursday 7 /24 in the
vicinity of Lincoln & 6th or
somewhere
on
cam p u s .
Reward offered, i f found call
345-3549 .
8/7

4

Lost/Found

LOST: Checkbook, brown
cover. Somewhere between
Buzzard Building and Jerry's
Pub. Reward offered. Please
call 345- 9 1 84 .
____,8/26
__

SALE- FREE SHOWINGS
$ 2 5 , 500
$ 2 9 , 900
$34, 900

FOUR BEDROOMS:
1 402 Eleventh
1 01 Thirteenth
1 3 1 5 Monroe
S. Fourth St. Rd.
1 303 Buchanan
3 acres (or more)
East of town
2 3 2 5 Andover
MOBILE HOMES:
From $3, 500 up
BUILDING LOTS:
Stoner Estates
S . E . Charleston
5 acres in
Pleasant Grove
S. W. Charleston

$ 2 7 , 900
$ 2 7 , 900
$38 , 900
$98 , 7 50
$ 1 0 2 . 500

THREE BEDROOMS:
1 1 1 Fifth
$ 2 5 , 500
7 6 7 Twelfth
$ 2 9 , 900
$ 1 1 0 , 000
8 2 2 Division
$39, 900
$265 , 000
3 . 9 acres in
Westfield
$ 4 1 , 900
2 1 02 Stoner East
$ 5 2 , 000
709 Eastgate
$ 5 4 , 900
$8- 1 2 . 000
4 Orchard Drive
$ 7 5 , 000
$9. 750 up
ACREAGE:
Ashmore , Pleasant Grove,
$ 6 , 000
Hutton and Charleston
$ 1 6 , 000
$ 7 50 acre & up
Townships
Investment Properties: All prices, all locations-Management Available

LELAND HALL REAL ESTATE
1 O 1 O Lincoln St. - Charleston
( 2 1 7 ) 345-7022 or 345-7023

Evenings:
Dorothy Moore - 345-4336
Gloria Summers · 345-44 77
Jim Redden · 345-3733

the
h-00

BLOOM COUNTY
Vie'!(!
(:;(){#& 1lJ
P!N6 Wl1H
Y(}(/K &X-

f;(JY{M!MJ.

I

I

GOV E R N M E N T
HOMES
from $ 1
( U repair) . Also
delinquent tax property. Call
805-687-6000 Ext. GH-9997
for information.
______ 9 / 1 5
Baby car seat $ 2 5 , bicycle
with front basket $ 2 5 , and
dorm/apt. size carpet $35 take
all . Other miscellaneous items.
Call 58 1 · 2 3 2 9 .
____ .8/7
Ebony
Wurlitzer
Spinet
piano. In excellent condition
with bench. $500. 345-48 1 7 .
______ 817
FOR SALE : "Bud Light"
neon light $35. Call 348·
5 1 84 .
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_817
1 980 Futura, P . S . , P . B . ,
AM/FM,
Sunroof ;
7 9 , 000
miles. Asking $ 1 7 5 0 . Call
5 8 1 -5653.
______ 8/7

Correspondence
Coura..
Students who plan to take
any work by correspondence
MUST have that course ap
proved in Record& Office prior
to enrolling for the course .
Students should ask to see Mr.
Conley or Mr. Martin to discuss
WOfk by correspondence .
James E. Martin

:.
0
Lost/Found.l--- 0

9

______

��-----F_o_r_S_a_l e

new semester or summer term
when
he/she
plans
to
graduate. For Fall Semester
1 986 the deadline is Friday,
September 5, 1 986.
James E. Martin
Registrar

A nnounce m e n t .,

My husband and I interested
in adopting an infant. If you
know of anyone who is con·
sidering placing a child for
adoption please call 3 1 2-835·
1 47 2 .
8/7

M U ST
SELL.
Portable
electronic Brother typewriter,
daisy wheel , correction key
$ 1 65 and 1 9" color TV $ 1 6 5 .
Both excellent condition . Call
561 -2329.
__
__8/7

�

PIP YA 1
HUK 1lltT' .
r� Vf
MAWST

8AKT:

�
/

-

WH!lr'5
� H/5
t115T

·�Ji1ke l(

�Ll(IM:·

NI/Me .

-Official Noti ces
Student Grade
Reports
At the close of each grading
period Student Grade Reparts
are mailed to the home ad·
dresses listed by the students
NOT the local addresses.
Ple ase be sure that you have
requiested a change of ad·
dress with Housing If there has
been a change in your home
address to which grades will be

R e port errors immediately at 5 8 1 -28 1 2. A correct ad will
a p pear i n t h e next edition. U n less notified, we c a n not
be respon s i b le for a n i n correct ad a fter its first in
sertion: Dea d l i n e 2 p.m. previous day.

•

•

changes of grades, or official
transcripts of · academic work
from other institutions MUST
reach Records Office by that
date. If all requirements are not
_ me t,
the
student
shoul d
reapply for graduation for Fall
Semester 1 986 no later than
Friday , Spetember 5, 1 986.
James E . Martin
• 'R
egistrar

Appllcatfon tor
Gradulitfon
Appllcatlon and reapplication
for
graduation
for
F all
Semester
1 986 must be

accomplished no later than the
deadline of 4':30 p.m. on ·
Friday,

The

September

5 , 1 986.

necessary forms are
available in Records Office.
James E. Martin

Registrar

0111de Change
Appeela
Appeals to change 8881gned
grades must be Initiated by the

students

through

the

ap-

Off i c i a l Notices are pa i d for throug h the Offlce of
U n iversity Relations. Q u estions concern ing notices
should be d i rected to that off ice.

m i s s i so n ,
registration,
or
propriate instructors within four
tremely serious or prolonged, it
graduation.
weeks after the start of the
may result i n a complete hold
James E. Martin
grading period following the on
on a student's record which
Registrar
for which the contested grades
includes
withholding
grade
are recorded. The deadline for - reparts and precludes readSummer Term 1 986 grade
change appeals Is Wednesday,
September 24 , 1 986.
FALL REGISTRATION
James E . Martin
A CONTINUING STUDENT WHO DID NOT PRE-ENROLL FOR
Registrar
FALL SEMESTER 1 986 may register August 25 or 26 according
Unclear Record•
to the following schedule by first letter of last name:
The academic records for
Monday, August 25
Tuesday, Autuat H
students who have outstanding
L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9:00 a.m.
A . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9:00 a.m.
o b l igatio n s
with
such
M . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9:35 a.m.
departments as Textbook B . . • . . . . . . . . . . 9:35 a.m .
N-0 . . . . . . . . . . 1 0: 1 0 a.m.
C . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 0: 1 0 a.m.
Rental Service, Booth Ubrm'y,
P..Q . . . . . . . . . . 1 0:4'5 a.m.
D . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 0:4'5 a.m.
Athletic Department, Financial
R . . . . . . • . . . . . 1 1 :20 a.m.
Aids, Chemlatry Department, E-F . . . . . . . . . . • 1 1 :20 a. m .
S . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 :55 a.m.
Security, Housing, etc. , wil be G . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 :55 a.m.
T . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2:30 p.m.
H . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2: 30 p.m.
mw:ked- unclear. Each student
U.Y . . . . • . . . . . . . 1 :05 p.m.
l.J . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 :05 p . m .
should check with all depmt
K . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 :4'0 p.m.
W·Z • . . . . . . . . . . 1 : 40 p.m.
ments to clear all obllgationa
,
DOOR CLOSES AT S:OO P.11.
prior to aerneater or aunmer
Enter McAfee at the southeast door, and present your 10 a.rd to
term breaks, and/or leaving the
obtain enrollment materials and instructions .
University
permanently.
Enrollment procedures include PAYMENT OF FAll TUITION
Transcripts of the academic

records of any student with an
unclear record wlH be withheld
and not sent to any one or any
place. If the obligation 18 ex·

ANO FEES .

Ronchett i Dist . Co . , 2621 La keland , Blvd .
Mattoon , II . 2 34-8200

The Summer Eastern N ews

U N I ranke d first,
Eastern second
i n Gateway poll
By CINDY BEAKE

Sports editor

Northern Iowa is expected to repeat
last year's first-place finish in the
Gateway Conference this season.
Eastern is slated to finish .second
according to the 1 986 Gateway
Conference Pre-Season Football Poll .
Northern Iowa received a total of 90
points, .w ith the Panthers receiving 67 .
The poll lists Illinois State (53
points), Southern (52) , Indiana (42) ,
Western (40) and Southwest Missouri
(20) , respectively .
" That evaluation is a pretty accurate
one," said Eastern Athletic Director R.
C. Johnson.
" I t ' s not really a surprise to me,"
said Al Molde, head football coach.

''
- · N orthern I owa ' s record is
certai nly going to help us get
an automa tic bid .

-R. C . Johnso n

Athletic Directo r

------

''

" They base their decision on the
previous year 's performance," Molde
said . "They definitely had an out
standing season ."
Northern Iowa reached the semi
finals in the Division I-AA National
Championships in 1 984, Molde said.
Eastern is slated to play Northern
Iowa in the October 1 0 Homecoming
Game, which Molde said promises to
be " an outstanding game .
" It should be an inspirational game
for us," Molde said.
"They (Northern Iowa), like us, have
many returning starters. ' '
The newly formed Gateway Con
ference has applied for a waiver to an
NCAA rule that requires the con
ference to be formed at least two
seasons before it can receive an
automatic bid to the national playoff.
"Northern Iowa' s record is certainly
going to help us get an automatic bid, ' '
Johnson said . " I t ' s (getting the bid)
been a long time coming, but well
worth the wait . "

Rev .
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75¢ Vod ka, Gin, R um &
Wine Dri n ks

(4-close)

Send your friend
a classified ad !

-----'!i"!""--� NITE!

LAST
·NITE!

LAST

" BACK TO SCHOO L "
7:00 AND 9:1 5

��SHEf

(PG-1 3)

' ' MAXIMUM OVERDRIV E ' ' (R)
7:1 5 AND 9:30

STARTS FRIDAY !

ALL NEW! ALL FUN!

PICTUl\ES

Ilit:

t31:?1AT M()tR·
()l:TUTIVI:
© 1 966 The Wol1 O.sney Company

N ITEL Y - 7:00 A N D 8:45
SA TU RDA Y A N D S U N DAY MATI NEE 2 : 1 5 P .M.
STAR TS FRIDA Y!

LEGAL
EAGLES

IPGI

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

N ITEL Y - 7 : 1 5 AND 9 : 1 5
SATURDAY AND S U N DAY MATINEE 2:00 P . M .

LAST
NITE!

" A L I E N S " (R) 4:30

\.tt.S1'

•

7:1 0

•

9:45

N�E'�·�����·�-.../
Zapped across the universe,
light years fror:n home . . .

HO\VQD THi DUCK
A U N I V E R SA L P I C T U R E

TONITE - 4:45 • 7:00 • 9:25
FRl./SAT. NITE - 5:00 • 7 : 1 0 • 9 : 1 5 /SAT./SUN. MATI N E E 2:00 P.M.

�
® ®

DalriUed t,, BUENA VISTA OIST1IJ8l1T10Pt Co., Inc.
©1"6Tho .... llaney C.0.,.,

NITEL Y - 5:1 5 • 7:1 5 • 9:00
SATURDAY AN D S U NDAY MATI N E E 2:1 5 P .M.

•

RALPH MACCH IO

N OW

see t h e

BEST

Aldo Roma Apartments
Leas i n g Now
1 -2 or 4 persons
Furn ished & U nfurn ished

I

•

•

iBuchanan

.

�

Howard S. Eads
altor

•

•

P

.

M

.

NOTH I N G TH I S EV I L EV E R D I ES .

TONITE - 5:00 • 7:30 • 9:35
FRl./SAT. NITE - 5:00 • 7:1 5 • 9:1 0
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY MATINEE 2:1 5

P .M.

One man's struggle to take it easy.
•

No Free Rent , Just Goad Rates!
•
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about donor fatigue like we do, " Ross
said , adding that Liberty's radio and
TV donor audience contribute to this
fact.
Ross said that when he was at
Liberty, most of the money he helped
raise was used for the building fund for
the university. He said when he first
got to Liberty in 1 977, Liberty was
only 8 years old . During the short time
he was there, 30 buildings were con
structed .
"Here at Eastern we have a much
broader concept of development (fund
raising) in which we hit on all the
phases, ·including encouraging alumni
to help their university be successful in
the future and developing endowments
for scholarships and other similar
programs , " Ross said .
Another big difference between
Liberty and Eastern is the students of
the two institutions . Ross said the main
difference is the appearance of the
students .
" At Liberty, the boys are required to
wear ties and the girls dresses to class .
There are also haircut standards and
the students are required to participate
in chapel and church services . " Ross
added the students seem to enj oy this
lifestyle .
Ross said he never belonged to the
Moral Maj ority, now known as the
Liberty Federation, while he was at
Liberty but that he was quite ware of
as a
the reasons Falwell thought it
good idea "and went after it so
willingly . "
Ross left his post at Liberty to
become vice president of Cedarville
College in Cedarville, Ohio, in 1 980 .
He then came to Eastern to his current
post in 1 984 to "move from a small
private college to a major university. ' '
Ross said he was glad to see Eastern
playing Liberty and that he thinks it
will be good for both institutions.
' ' I think Eastern can be sure to be
mentioned on nationwide TV by Dr.
Falwell . He will be keeping people in
tune of where Liberty will be playing. I
think it 's good for Eastern, but it 's
probably better for Liberty because I
think Eastern may be one of the largest
universities that they (Liberty) have
played in football. "
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O ' Brien wi l l be ready for N E M issou ri ope ner
By LARRY SMITH

�

Staff writer

-

The "Brighten O 'Brien" project is nearly com
pleted and should be operational by August 1 5 , said
R. C. Johnson, Eastern athletic director.
Crews began installing the lights on the east side of
the stadium Wednesday. Three light poles were
installed Wednesday and the fourth is expected to be
installed on Thursday.
"The track is done, and the flag pole and other
renovations are completed, " Johnson said .
Plans to put an extra deck on top of the pressbox
have been delayed until next year because of lack of
time, Johnson said . " Hopefully the work on the
pressbox will be done by next spring or fall . "
Johnson said h e didn 't know when the lighting
system will be tested and it would depend on when
Musco Sports Lighting, which is installing the lights ,
finishes its work .
Musco installed lights for the 1 984 Olympics in all
the venues including the Los Angeles Coliseum .
Musco also won an Emmy in 1 983 and an
Academy Award in 1 986 for technical achievement,
said Jerry Moss , sales representative for Musco .
They are installing two 1 20-foot poles on the west
side of the stadium and two 1 1 0-foot poles on the
east side, Moss said .
There are 1 1 6 lighting fixtures which also have to
be installed, Moss added.
The poles are secured to the ground in holes 17 Yi
feet deep, J ohnson said. They are then lifted above
the holes and lowered onto bolts and secured. There
has to be exact measurements for it to work , J ohnson
said.
The St. L ouis Cardinals football training camp has
not been obstructing any work being done to
O'Brien, J ohnson said.
"They are usually cognizant about what we have
to do. They're coaches too, and they understand how
the field must be kept in good condition , " J ohnson
said .
"We're rotating the Cardinals between the soccer
field , the practice fields and the stadium, " J ohnson
said.
Artificial turf will be put over the runways to the
jumping pits to protect them during football games
and make them look better, Johnson said .
Al Molde, head coach for .the football Panthers is
looking to playing under lights this fall .
"I think it's (night football) going to give us more
flexibility, " Molde said. "People who work
Saturday can still come to our games . And we won' t
b e competing with Illinois (University of Illinois) for
time . "
The Panthers will first use the new lights at their
first home game against Northeast Missouri Sep
tember 6.
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ROBB MONTGOMERY I Staff photographer

Four light towers were erected Wednesday around
O' Brien Stadium.

1 1 6 lighting instruments will shine

on the Panthers as they open their season under the
lights against Northeastern Missouri September 6 .

Panthers plan �drastic ' i m provemen ts this season
MIKE SMITH
Staff writer,

With 1 8 returning starters from last
season , Eastern' s football team is
ready for a drastic . improvement
following last year' s disappointing 65 finish . .
In preparation for the August 30
opener against I llinois State ,
freshmen and junior college transfers
began reporting for fall workouts
Wednesday, while veterans come in
Thursday, said Al Molde, Eastern' s
head football coach.
Molde breaks down his team into
three areas; offense, defense, and
special teams.
His offensive unit should be one of
the most powerful around, with 1 0
starters returning. Among those are
all-American quarterback Sean
Payton, wide receiver Roy Banks and
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back Calvin Pierce. Running back
DuWayne Pitts will also be returning
for another season.
Payton is especially excited about
his final season as a Panther. "I
know all the vets are all ready to go, "
said Payton. "This is it for all the
seniors.
" I f we don't make the playoffs,
then we had a bad year. That's the
No. 1 priority, " Payton said. " Six
and five won' t cut it for this year' s
team-another average season ·won 't
do. "
Payton added he had been working
out in Charleston all summer, lifting
weights and running everyday. He
also has been throwing with various
receivers daily.
While the offense is a veteran unit,
the , defense is "young and un
proven, " according to Molde.

include
starters
Returning
linebacker Bill Cochrane and strong
safety Bob Bronaugh.
Molde felt last year' s defense
"gave up too many points, but I saw
vast improvement during spring
drills.
"Although they are an unproven
group, they seem to be much quicker
and deeper than last year' s squad, "
Molde said .
Bronaugh is also looking forward
to next season with anticipation.
"I feel real good about it. But I
think it' s time we stopped talking and
see what we can do on the field this
time , " Bronaugh said.
Bronaugh said that he has also
been working out all summer and
running daily.
Special teams at this point are
"unknown" to Molde. Because of

the loss of Evan Arapostathis , who
handled both panting as well as
kicking for the Panthers, the special
teams are a question mark.
"We've now recruited players with
excellent skills but who have never
even seen Eastern 's campus, " said
Molde.
All in all, the team is itching to get
out on the field. Every player has
been working harder than ever in
preparation for the upcoming season.
But, as many teams have learned in
the past, that is not enough.
As senior tackle Steve Bonnes, a
two-year starter, said, "Talk is
cheap. When I first came here we
were 1 0-2, or 1 1 - 1 , so I ' m sick of 6-5 .
I've worked harder than ever this
summer and so has everyone else.
We're all ready for a big, big year."

